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The Official John Wayne Way to Grill cookbook contains more than 200 pages of Duke's favorite

meals, from Tex-Mex classics to the best of Western barbecue and everything in between. More

than just a collection of recipes, this deluxe, official John Wayne cookbook is chock-full of rare

family and film photos, along with personal anecdotes and heartwarming stories. With an

introduction by his son Ethan Wayne, this is a guide to making you the ultimate man. A man is what

he eats, and readers can expect to discover not only what America's most enduring icon loved to

chow down onâ€•from the perfect charbroiled steak to his smoldering and spicy baby back ribsâ€•but

also the essence of what made him a legend.
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Excellent book with brilliant pictures of the Duke and the meals. The format makes this probably one

of the funnest cookbooks to read for leisure!

I have always been a John Wayne fan and purchased the book primarily for the information on John

Wayne's home life and career, the recipes were a big bonus. The information was very good and I

love the book. I haven't tried any of the recipes yet, but they sound really good. It's getting to be the

prime grilling season where I live, so I will definitely try out the recipes.

This is an AMAZING cookbook! FINALLY! A cookbook with recipes that I actually USE! This

cookbook not only shows the proper way to grill, but includes lots of side dishes to go with your



barbecued meats. It has my highest recommendation!

It's what the Duke ate. That's what makes it cool. The recipes are all pretty easy and straight

forward. Wayne's wife is probably mostly to thank for this book. I'm a Duke fan so I thought why

not? It really does have some good recipes and they don't have a lot of exotic ingredients. (That is

how I can tell if it's a BULLS*** cookbook.) When you have to spend extreme amounts of money to

attain a flavor or a taste. These recipes are totally do-able, with ingredients that are reasonable.

I say anyone who is a true John Wayne fan should get this book. I have every movie he was ever in,

I have a John Wayne collection that doesn't even fit into one room. This book told me things I didn't

even know. I have only just started to cook using the recipes, boy are they great tasting. Was a gift

to my son for Father's Day, but I kept it. Now have to order another one to send to him.

Recipes I can actually use that are good. Thanks to the Duke and family. I would have enjoyed

sharing this with my mom, just wish it was available 2 months ago.

I bought this for a Christmas gift for my dad. He loves John Wayne and he loves to grill. The book is

full of really great recipes that are pretty easy to prepare. In addition there are lots of photos and

stories about John Wayne. There are great photos of the food also. I am hoping to cook some of

these recipes with my dad now that the weather has warmed up!

I bought the books to give as gifts. Both recipients were very appreciative. I'll admit to reading one

of the books before giving it...while I didn't get to try any of the recipe's, I really enjoyed all the John

Wain trivia bits and photos. I might haf'ta buy one uv tha books for myself some day unless yer

gonna give me one, Pilgrim.
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